
Three dimensional relativisti, uid Weibel instabilityF. Califano�, F. Pegoraro, D. Del SartoDept. of Physis, University of Pisa and CNISM, Italy� and Institute of Plasma Physis, EURATOM-ENEA-CNR, Milan, ItalyAbstratThe Weibel instability is an eletromagneti instability that an generate a quasi-statimagneti �eld in the wake of an ultra-intense, ultra-short laser pulse propagating in an un-derdense plasma. Reently, attention has been paid to this instability also in the overdenseplasma regime where urrent �laments are observed in large sale PIC numerial simula-tions. Here we study the evolution of the Weibel instability in the 3D uid, relativisti,ollisionless limit in the ase of two initially ounterstreaming eletron beams. The aim is tounderstand the typial magneti strutures that an be expeted to form as a onsequeneof the development of the Weibel instability.IntrodutionThe penetration into an overdense plasma of eletron beams driven by the interation of a super-intense laser pulse with a ritial plasma surfae has attrated muh attention in the ontextof laser driven inertial fusion. Indeed, the energy transport in the overdense plasma by partilebeams is one of the key issues of the fast ignition sheme.The possibility of generating eletron beams by an ultra-intense laser pulse impinging on aritial surfae plasma layer has been demonstrated, in the two dimensional [1, 2, 3℄ as well asthree dimensional ase [4, 5, 6℄, by kineti PIC numerial simulations where urrent �lamentedstrutures elongated in the laser pulse diretion, starting from the ritial surfae layer, have beenobserved together with a orresponding magneti �eld. From these results, assuming that suhfast hot eletron beams have been immediately neutralised by a older, denser return urrentprodued by the overdense plasma, other authors have studied the dynamis of the ounter-propagating beams [7℄ in the 2D plane perpendiular to the beam diretion and, for very longtimes, for a ylindrial beam [8℄. Indeed suh urrents are unstable with respet to the Weibelinstability [9, 10, 11℄ (in this ase driven by eletron momentum anisotropy) whih is onsideredto be responsible for the magneti strutures observed in the overdense plasma simulations.However, a omparison between the typial spatial strutures observed in the simulations andthose produed by the development of the Weibel instability has not been performed in detail.Motivated by the role attributed to the Weibel instability in the eletron transport proess,we disuss the harateristi time and length sales whih haraterize the Weibel-driven three-dimensional strutures in the typial onditions of the 2D PIC simulations in order to understandwhether the urrent and magneti �eld strutures observed in the PIC simulations of suh anoverdense plasma an be attributed to the development of the Weibel instability.Governing equations and initial onditionsWe normalize all quantities by using a harateristi density �n, the speed of light  and theeletron plasma frequeny �!p = (4��ne2=me)1=2. Therefore, the eletron skin depth, de = �!p=,1
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is equal to one. We also de�ne the harateristi �elds as �E( �B) = me!pe=e. Then, therelativisti two-uids (old) eletron dimensionless equations read:�na�t = r � ja ; �pa�t + va � rpa = �(E+ va �B) (1)r�B = �E�t +Xa ja ; r�E = ��B�t ; r � E = 1�Xa na ; r �B = 0 (2)B = r�A ; va = pa(1 + p2a)1=2 ; ja = �nava; a = 1; 2: (3)In this model, the ions are assumed as a �xed neutralizing bakground sine the instabilitydevelops on the eletron time sale. Eqs. (??)-(??) are integrated in the 3D numerial domain�Lx=2 < x < Lx=2, �Ly=2 < y < Ly=2, �Lz=2 < z < Lz=2. At the initial time two inhomo-geneous eletron beams are direted in opposite diretions along the z-axis with densities andveloities given by:n0;1 = onst:; n0;2 = onst:; v0;1 = v0;1f(x; y)ez ; v0;2 = �v0;1n0;1=n0;2;f(x; y) = 0:5 [tanh ((r � r0)=R)� tanh ((r + r0))=R)℄ ; r = qx2 + y2where n0;1 + n0;2 = 1 (total eletron density), n0;1v0;1 + n0;2v0;2 = 0 (total urrent). The beamshave a ylindrial shape of width 2r0 with veloity gradient length sale R. We perturb the beamsby adding, at t = 0, a white random noise on the potential vetor A with typial amplitude �.Sine the instability generates a magneti �eld in the (x; y) plane perpendiular to the initialbeams, i.e. Bz � Bx; By, we limit our initial noise to the z omponent of the potential vetor:Az(x; y) =Xkx Xky a+kx;kyos[kxx+ kyy + �(kx; ky; z)℄ + a�kx;kyos[kxx� kyy + �(kx; ky; z)℄ (4)a�kx;ky = �=qk2x + k2y ; �(kx; ky; z) � random phaseIn the relativisti regime, the eletrostati two-stream instability ontribution is strongly de-pressed [12℄, so that we may assume Ez ' Az, in agreement with the simulation results.ResultsWe present two relativisti, inhomogeneous 3D simulations with R = 1, r0 = �, � = 10�6Lx = Ly = 4�; Lz = 8�;Nx = Ny = 256; Nz = 128. In the �rst one (asymmetri) a fast, lessdense eletron beam is ompensated by a slow, denser beam representing the return urrent.In the seond one (symmetri) the two eletron beams have the same density (and thus equaland opposite veloity). In both ases, the beams have a �nite transverse width of the orderof a few de. The asymmetri beam simulation an be onsidered as a typial model of thePIC observed urrent �laments where the initial fast partile beam, penetrated from the ritialsurfae into the overdense plasma, is immediately ompensated by a return urrent generated bythe plasma in order to maintain quasi-neutrality. The parameters of the asymmetri simulationare: n0;1 = 0:1; n0;2 = 0:9; v0;1 = 0:95; v0;2 = �0:10556. In the symmetri simulation theparameters are: n0;1 = n0;2 = 0:5; v0;1 = 0:95; v0;2 = �0:95.Sine the initial beams are inhomogeneous, as pointed out in Ref. [13℄ in the one dimen-sional limit, the Weibel instability develops a spatial resonant-type singularity around whih the2
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Figure 1: Shaded iso-ontours of Ez in the (x; y) plane at z = 0, t = 27 for the asymmetri (left)and the symmetri (right) ases.generated magneti �eld beomes more and more onentrated. The singularity is loated in theregion of the beams veloity gradient and develops from any initial perturbation at a rate whihdepends on the value of the harateristi gradient of the eletron veloities. The ourrene ofa singularity whih onentrates the magneti �eld generated by the instability remains validalso in the ylindrial ase both in the 2D (not shown here) and in the 3D ase.In Fig. 1 we draw the shaded iso-ontours of Ez in the plane z = �Lz=2 perpendiularto the beams diretion. The asymmetri and symmetri ase are shown in the left and in theright frames, respetively. We see that in both ases the Weibel generated magneti �eld isonentrated in a ring shaped region orresponding to the region of the veloity gradient of theinitial beams. A detailed study of the ylindrial resonane will be the objet of a forthomingpaper.In Fig. 2 we show the shaded isosurfaes of Ez. Positive (negative) values are representedby the red (blue) olor, orresponding to a lokwise (anti lokwise) magneti �eld. Theasymmetri and symmetri ases are shown in the left and right frame, respetively. This �gureshows very learly that the resulting magneti �eld is haraterized, in the asymmetri ase, bya bubble like shape with typial length sale of the order of a few de both in the perpendiularand in the parallel diretions (with respet to the beam diretion), i.e. by `k � `? � de. On theother hand, in the symmetri ase, the magneti �eld is strongly anisotropi being elongated inthe beams diretion, i.e. `k � `? � de. Similar results (not presented here) have been obtained,aside for the loalization of the magneti �eld around the resonane for two initially homogeneousbeams (i.e. f(x; y) = 1). The results disussed here are in agreement with the linear theoryfrom whih the maximum growth rate is obtained at kk � k? � de in the asymmetri ase andat kk � k? � de in the symmetri ase.ConlusionsIn the PIC simulations, fast partiles are observed to penetrate into the overdense plasma. It isgenerally believed that the orresponding urrents generate �laments of magneti �eld via thedevelopment of the Weibel instability. Suh �lamented magneti strutures are very elongated inthe urrent diretion with a typial length L of the order of many eletron skin depths (L � 100deor even longer). On the other hand, we have shown here that elongated magneti strutures are3
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